and .the condition x: f (x) k implies eE for any a e (y.,,y2) and k = 1,2,... |x: f (x) > a | e E for all a e (y1 ,y2) .
E. Kocela and T. iwi^tkowski £2] generalized this result by considering an arbitrary compact metric space Y instead of closed intervals of R and the sets |x: f(x) ^ K(pQ,r)| instead of |x: f(x) < a} and [x: f(x) > a].
It is easy to reformulate the above conditions characterizing uniform convergence of real functions in the case of functions with values in an arbitrary topological space.
Definition. Let X be a nonempty set and Y -a topological space. A sequence functions mapping X into Y is said to be uniformly convergent to f: X Of course |x: f(x) £ U*} £ E. This ends the proof.
Corollary. If the space Y is normal then any sequence of functions f : X-»-Y has at most one limit in n the sense of the unif&rm convergence.
Our theorem fails in the case of an arbitrary topological space.
Example. Let X=|x} and Y = j a, b ] be equipped with the topology consisting of the sets <f > , [a}» Y. Then every sequence of functions fn: X-Y is uniformly convergent to the function f(x) = a in the sense of our definition, but it is convergent to a at x if and only if for any sufficiently large n. Theorem 2. Let Y be a regular topological fn(x) = a a -»a, where a e Y, a e Y, then space. If we have the sequence { f n}» = a n fo:r an 7 x e X, is uniformly convergent to the function f, where f(x) = a for any x of X.
Proof: Let a_-»-a and take some n p e Y, open sets U , U1, 6-additive family E
•o' 1 , . and increasing sequence (n^j such that p e U and of subsets of the set
If for every open set U such that UQ C U C U C U1 and (x) e U, then fx: f (x)*u}= n k and numbers k, k' such that U Q CU CUCU,, l^CU'CU'CU.,, a" e U and a" eU 1 , is trivial. n k n k Remark.
If in our definition we replace an open set U by a closed set F such that U Q C P C U^ then it is easy to obtain that uniform convergence of the sequence f n : X--R to the function f: X-R implies convergence in the sense of our definition and that Theorem 2 holds for any T^ -space Y.
